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A word of caution

Posted by Michael7110 - 09 Oct 2012 15:18
_____________________________________

I know all of you know this absolute common sense thing, but please be careful when you are handling
knives.

I sharpened a Kershaw with steel similar to Aus-8 which sharpens very well on the Wicked edge and is
razor sharp. While I was flipping it out and closing it, I was talking to someone and NOT paying attention
to the knife like I should have been. This was the one time I didn't prefer a razor sharp knife, and in fact I
was wishing it was a very dull knife.

Moral of the story and why I say especially be careful. I cut the tip of my thumb next to the nail and
straight across, but because of where it is cut, I can't sharpen or use many knives right now. I tend to be
favoring my spring-assists and I am having to use my left hand which is a very &quot;dumb&quot; hand.
Haha

Just a friendly reminder to please be careful so that you can continue sharpening your knives with the
Wicked edge. Because just having to look at it is no bueno.
============================================================================

Re: A word of caution

Posted by ScottSherman - 09 Oct 2012 15:38
_____________________________________

Common sense, yes but good advice none the less. I could see how it would be possible to get careless
since the system is geared toward novice users (me). A bit like driving while texting. I will remember
just how dangerous these bits of steel can really be and stop sharpening when the phone rings or my
wife walks in etc.

Thanks for the reminder.
Good luck with that thumb, bummer dude!!!
============================================================================

Re: A word of caution

Posted by razoredgeknives - 09 Oct 2012 17:06
_____________________________________

Sorry to hear that man! I would hate that...
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Now, please tell me you took some pics! Lol
============================================================================

Re: A word of caution

Posted by DAUG - 09 Oct 2012 21:05
_____________________________________

I remember the first time I actually got the WEPS system to sharpen a knife to razor sharpness and I
didn't think it was that sharp so I put my thumb on the blade to feel it pull against my finger...didn't think
anything of it, and I thought hmmmm, that was kind of sharp! But being inexperience and it didn't seem
to cut me, I thought nothing of it. Well it wasn't until dinner that night that I pour a vinegar/oil dressing on
my salad did I feel a burning sensation on the same thumb. That's when I realized this WEPS system is
really pretty amazing stuff.

My experience is nothing like what happened to Micheal, and now that I know better, it's always nail side
down whenever it's time to check for sharpness.
============================================================================

Re: A word of caution

Posted by ScottSherman - 09 Oct 2012 21:20
_____________________________________

Like a paper cut, those things can be irritating for days.
============================================================================

Re: A word of caution

Posted by ARES - 09 Oct 2012 21:48
_____________________________________

Sorry to hear about your thumb Michael! When I first started getting really into knives (a few months ago)
I had just received a Spyderco Zulu in the mail (hollow ground, S30V) and I was really excited to check
her out. I was walking to my couch and opened her up and really wasnt paying attention to anything but
my gorgeous new knife, I sat down while looking at the knife in the opened position and it slipped out of
my hand as I sat down... The knife fell to the carpet and I picked it up, but when I bent my knee I felt a
sudden pain. I sliced my knee open, about an inch + in length and 1/3+ inch wide, but it was so sharp it
didnt bleed for about a full minute and I didnt even feel it until I moved and bent my knee. I needed six
stitches, and even now that its healed, it still hurts if I bend my knee too much or too long. But it was
definitly a learning experience for me. I am just lucky that it happened before I sharpened the knife, or I
would have needed more than six stitches.

Anyway, I just thought Id share. I hope your thumb heals up quickly.
============================================================================
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Re: A word of caution

Posted by ApexGS - 09 Oct 2012 23:49
_____________________________________

I've been fortunate enough to not slice myself up too bad on a knife, but the worst I've ever cut myself
was actually the sharp edge of a gun part. I was cleaning out the inside of a VERY dirty Remington
shotgun and a sharp burr raised from parts wear slashed right through my cleaning rag and a goodly
segment of my finger. I'm used to guns beating my hands up though, between the heavily spring loaded
bits, sharp edges and actions closing unexpectedly
============================================================================

Re: A word of caution

Posted by Michael7110 - 10 Oct 2012 17:24
_____________________________________

I love where this thread has gone! Reading all of these stories has been fun.

I feel like I am babying my thumb, and maybe I am, but I want it to heal as fast as it can!
============================================================================
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